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1. How can I quickly correct obviously false data, for instance a
cadence value of 230 which appears in 20 records?
Answer:
The Tool provides a feature to edit multiple records at the same time. You have to correct the false
value only once and let the tool copy the corrected value into the other records.
Step by step solution:
(1) Order the records by the field which contains the false data, for instance “cadence”,
descending.
(2) Click with the mouse into the last record that you want to select for the edit operation
(3) Click unto the bottom “up to here” in the region “quick select”
(4) Change the false value into the desired value in ONE of the selected records
(5) Answer the following question (Would you like to copy the new value to the other … records
which are currently selected?) with Yes

2. I have accidently turned on my device again after the end of the
activity – now some unwanted records appear at the end and
GPS/distance values are wrong. How can I delete these records?
Answer:
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Very easily:
(1) Select these records by clicking into the field “select”
(2) Click unto the bottom “Delete”

All min/max/average values will be recalculated after the deletion automatically.

3. Can I split a fit file into multiple files?
Answer:
Yes.
Step by step solution:
(1) Import the fit file into the Repair Tool
(2) Find the record where you want to split the file on the page “Records”
(3) Click into the field “select” and after that click the button “Add” in the frame “Lap” to start a
new lap at this point of your activity. Keep the number of the new lap in mind!
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(4) Start an Export by clicking the bottom “Export file”, select a proper file name (for instance
“2012-06-07-part1.fit”) and select the page “Laps”. There you can select the laps that you
want to export into the new fit file.

(5) Repeat step 4, choose a proper filename (“…-part2.fit”) and select the remaining laps for the
export.

In this example 2 new fit files have been generated – one file with the records of lap 1, the
other one with the records of lap 2 – 8.
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4. Can I merge multiple Fit Files?
Answer:
Yes, that’s possible.
Step by step solution:
(1) Import the first fit file into the Repair Tool in the normal way – make sure that this file is the
first file in the chronological order of the files you want to combine
(2) Import the second fit file – please select the option “Import data using Append Mode” and
make sure you import in the correct chronological order. Repeat this step until all files are
being imported

(3) Export the imported data into a new fit file. All sum and average values are being
recalculated automatically.

5. Why are Calories/Sport Type etc. missing in some cases?
Answer:
If data corruption happens at the end of the fit file some values which can be found on the page
“Device Info …” might be missing and need to be filled in manually in order to export a correct file.
These values are part of the message types that appear at the end of fit files.
A possible reason for this kind of data corruption is an empty battery.
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6. What are possible reasons for corrupted fit files? How can data
corruption be avoided?
Answer:
I know that I have only a very limited knowledge about reasons for data corruption. In some cases
files get corrupted because the battery became empty during the recording process.
In other cases it seems that a file reorganization went wrong and some records don’t appear in their
chronological order and cause corrupted data therefore.
Some hints to minimize the risk of data corruption:
•
•

Regularly check for firmware updates
Keep the number of files in your activity folder on the device’s file system down. If you delete
the files in your activity folder with a Mac computer then empty the trash folder before you
unplug your device from the computer.

7. Why do I have to pay for a license of the Repair Tool? Shouldn’t it
be free of charge or be financed by Garmin?
Answer:
Programming and updating this Repair Tool requires a lot of time. Between July 2011 and May 2012 I
have invested more than 400 hours in this tool. At the moment still about one hour per day of my
time is invested into the project. Because new firmware versions are published updates of the Repair
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Tool will be needed in the future. In addition to programming the tool I try to help people who send
me corrupted files that cannot be automatically be repaired by the Tool. Normally they get help
within 2-3 days.
I don’t live by this project but I think a reasonable price for the tool is a fair way of
acknowledgement. Most of the money that I get for the licenses is being spent for social projects – I
keep less than 50% of the money for my personal use.
Shouldn’t Garmin pay for such a Repair Tool? I’m not against it but there are no signs for Garmin’s
wish to sponsor or finance such a project at the moment.

